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Target-centred virtue ethics: Aristotelian or 
Confucian?
Philippe Brunozzi a and Waldemar Brys b

aDepartment of Philosophy and Science, Southeast University, Nanjing, People’s Republic of 
China; bSchool of Humanities and Languages, University of New South Wales, Sydney, 
Australia

ABSTRACT
We raise the following problem for so-called target-centred virtue ethics. An 
important motivation for adopting target-centred virtue ethics over other 
forms of virtue ethics is its supposedly distinctive account of right action: an 
action is right if and only if and because it is virtuous, and what makes an 
action virtuous is that it hits the target of the virtues. We argue that the 
account is not distinctive of target-centred virtue ethics, because it is an 
account that is widely endorsed by Neo-Aristotelians. Hence, the argument of 
this paper undermines a central motivation for adopting target-centred virtue 
ethics. As a solution, we suggest that there is theoretical room for a target- 
centred account that is not Neo-Aristotelian, and we draw on the work of 
Confucian philosopher Wáng Yángmíng to provide one. We defend the 
resulting account by arguing that it has the advantage of being able to offer 
us a more plausible response to the self-centredness objection that has long 
been a problem for Neo-Aristotelians.
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1. Introduction

What does a virtue ethical account of right action amount to? If anything, 
it amounts to saying that ‘an action is right if, only if, and because it is vir-
tuous’. (Smith 2018, 241) Hence, virtuous-making features of actions are 
right-making features. But what is a virtuous-making feature? Which fea-
tures of an action make the action virtuous, hence morally right?

One option is to say that an action has virtuous-making features 
because the action expresses something virtuous about the agent who 
performs (or would perform) it. That is, an action is a benevolent action 
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if and only if it expresses the agent’s benevolence (e.g. her benevolent 
motives, character traits, or other relevantly benevolent states of the 
agent). This amounts to saying that an action cannot be a benevolent 
one if it is performed from ulterior motives. On such a view, the fact 
that an action is virtuous is explained in terms of the virtues of the 
agent. Slote takes such a view to be typical of agent-based virtue ethics: 

An agent-based approach to virtue ethics treats the moral or ethical status of 
acts as entirely derivative from independent and fundamental aretaic (as 
opposed to deontic) ethical characterizations of motives, character traits, or 
individuals. (Slote 2001, 5)

A common objection raised against such an agent-based account of right 
action is that it collapses the plausible distinction between doing the right 
thing and doing it from the right motives. If right actions are virtuous 
actions, and an action is virtuous if and only if it is done from the right 
motives, then it follows that we cannot do the right thing from the 
wrong motives. But given that it is plausible that we can do the right 
thing from the wrong motives, agent-based virtue ethics fails to 
capture a plausible ethical distinction and is therefore problematic 
(Brady 2004; Van Zyl 2009; 2011; Smith 2018, 243).1

A second option for a virtue ethical account of right action is this. One 
might propose that an action has virtuous-making features partly because 
the action expresses something virtuous about the agent who performs it 
and partly because of ‘the nature of the action itself – […] what it is that is 
done’. (Foot 2001, 72) For example, an action is benevolent partly because 
it is performed from benevolent motives, benevolent character traits, etc., 
and partly because it is the benevolent thing to do in that situation (e.g. 
saving a child from drowning). Hence, the action might still count as a 
benevolent action even if the agent performs it from ulterior motives. 
Such a mixed account of what makes an action virtuous is still recognisa-
bly virtue ethical, even though only some of the virtuous-making features 
of actions are explained in terms of the virtues of the agent. We take such 
a mixed account to be an instance of Neo-Aristotelian virtue ethics (Annas  
2011, 42–47; Foot 2001, 72–73; Hursthouse 1999, 123–125).

In contrast to the Neo-Aristotelian account of right action, which has 
been the predominant one among virtue ethicists, some have recently 
proposed a third option: actions have virtuous-making features because 
they ‘hit the targets of the virtues’ (Swanton 2003, 233). We consider 

1For a response, see Slote 2010, 83–106; cf. Van Zyl 2019, 114–115. As the agent-based account is not the 
focus of this paper, we do not further evaluate it here.
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their reasons for doing so in Section 4. For now, it should be noted that, 
on first glance, such an account seems to offer us a genuine alternative to 
both agent-based and Neo-Aristotelian virtue ethical accounts of right 
action: an action is virtuous not because its virtue is even partly derived 
from something virtuous about the agent, but rather because it stands 
in a specific relation to the targets of virtue. This is characteristic of so- 
called target-centred virtue ethics, originally proposed by Swanton 
(Swanton 2001; 2003; 2010; 2021)2 and recently developed by Smith 
(Smith 2017; 2018; 2020). We call the corresponding virtue ethical 
account of right action the target-centred account of right action.

In this paper, we argue that the target-centred account of right action, as 
it is offered by Swanton and Smith, is difficult to distinguish from the Neo- 
Aristotelian one. Although both Swanton and Smith claim that a target- 
centred account contributes something new to the debate on what it 
means for actions to be morally right within a virtue ethical framework, 
we disagree. The target-centred account seems to be Neo-Aristotelian in 
all but name. If Smith is right that the main motivation behind target- 
centred virtue ethics in general, and the main distinguishing factor of it, is 
that it offers us a new and more successful account of right action (Smith  
2017, 311–313), then our argument in this paper undermines an important 
motivation for adopting target-centred virtue ethics more generally.

Although we argue that current efforts to articulate an alternative to 
Neo-Aristotelian accounts of right action fail, they do so largely because 
they rely on a theoretical framework that remains distinctively Neo-Aris-
totelian. Hence, we suggest that there might be theoretical room for a 
target-centred account that is not Neo-Aristotelian. We provide an 
outline of such an account in the final part of the paper – an account 
largely inspired by the work of Míng Dynasty Chinese philosopher 
Wáng Yángmíng 王陽明 (1472–1529).

2. What is a target-centred account of right action?

A virtue ethical account of right action is one on which right actions are 
virtuous actions. But when is an action virtuous? Virtue ethicists who 
propose a target-centred account of right action take the following 
thesis to be distinctive of their answer: 

2Although we acknowledge that there might be other forms of target-centred virtue ethics, we accept 
Smith’s claim for the sake of argument that Swanton’s version ‘remains the most prominent in the lit-
erature’ (Smith 2020, 1). Henceforth, whenever we mention ‘target-centred accounts’ without qualifi-
cation, what we mean is the Swanton/Smith variety of it.
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TARGET: An action is virtuous in respect to a virtue v just in case it hits the target 
of v. (Smith 2017, 313; see also Smith 2018, 243; Smith 2020, 2; Swanton 2003, 
228)

To get a better grasp of what it means to hit the target of a virtue, it will be 
helpful to consider what a target of a virtue is supposed to be. According 
to Swanton, each virtue has a field, that is, ‘the domain of its concern or 
operations’ (Swanton 2021, 144), and each virtue is directed towards an 
aim within that field. That which the virtue aims at within the field is its 
target. The field of the virtue of friendship is friends or potential friends, 
and the aim might be to ‘express affection, share intimacies, promote 
the good of friends, spend time with friends’ (Swanton 2021, 144.) 
among other things. Presumably, in a situation where a child is about 
to fall into a well, the target of the virtue of benevolence is the action 
of saving the child from falling into the well.3 But Swanton is clear that 
saving a child can be done in various ways, for example, it can be done 
from ulterior motives, like wanting to impress the mother, or it can be 
done from genuine care about the child’s well-being. And so the way 
the action is performed (that is, the agent’s motives from which she per-
forms it, the character traits she expresses in her performance, the instru-
ments she uses, the extent towards which she acts, the timeliness of her 
action, etc.) contributes to hitting the target of the relevant virtue 
(Swanton 2021, 137; see also Swanton 2003, 236). Hence, one cannot 
fully hit the target of a virtue v without performing the action in the 
right way.4

Such an account of what it means to hit the target of a virtue may lead 
one to wonder why the way that a target-hitting action is performed 
should be part of what it means to hit a target. After all, if my shot is 
only evaluated by whether it hits its target, then it is not clear why the 
way in which I hit the target (e.g. my motives for shooting) should 
factor into evaluating my shot.

Proponents of a target-centred approach might respond that this 
misunderstands what counts as a relevant target of a virtue. The claim 
is not: in a situation where a child is in danger of drowning, saving 
the child constitutes hitting the target of benevolence and doing so 

3Given that Swanton defines the field of benevolence as ‘items having a good’ (Swanton 2021, 144) and 
its aim as successfully promoting the good or well-being of items within that field, we take it as plaus-
ible that the target of benevolence in our example consists of promoting the well-being of the child. 
See also Swanton 2003, 233.

4For an argument that the recurring use of ‘right’ in this context does not make the target-centred 
account of right action circular, see Smith 2017, 320; see also Smith 2020, 5; Swanton 2021, 137–138.
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from genuine care for the child’s well-being constitutes the way in which 
the target is hit. No, we should rather conceive of the different ways in 
which an action should be performed as dimensions of the target of the 
relevant virtue, and these dimensions are cashed out in terms of the 
Aristotelian mean. As Swanton puts it: ‘hitting the targets of the 
virtues is what Aristotle calls hitting the “mean”’. (Swanton 2021, 137) 
That is, the motives from which I save the child or the character traits 
I thereby express are constitutive parts of the target of benevolence 
in that particular situation – they are different dimensions of the 
target. Therefore, if I save a child from the right motives, then the fact 
that I perform the action in this way contributes to making the action 
a benevolent one. It is a benevolent-making (hence right-making) 
feature of the action.

Introducing dimensions to the targets of virtues allows proponents of 
the target-centred account to claim that an action can be more or less vir-
tuous in respect to virtue v, depending on how many dimensions of the 
target of v it hits and to what extent it does so. Accordingly, the virtuous-
ness of an action comes in degrees – that is, it can have more or fewer v- 
making features. Smith calls an action virtuous enough in respect to v just 
in case the action hits sufficiently many dimensions of the target of v well 
enough for it not to be vicious (Smith 2018, 242). Of course, an action can 
be virtuous enough in respect to v1, but fail to be virtuous enough in 
respect to v2 – for example, it can be benevolent but unjust. But if the 
action is virtuous enough in respect to sufficiently many virtues, then 
the action is overall virtuous (Smith 2018, 249; Swanton 2021, 147–153). 
The threshold below which an action fails to be overall virtuous might 
be indeterminate (see Van Zyl 2014, 124–125; Smith 2018, 250–251; 
Swanton 2021, 258–260). But Swanton and Smith emphasise that on 
their account of right action, a person does not have to fully hit the 
target of all the relevant virtues for her act to be right. All that is required 
for an action to be right is that the action is overall virtuous (Smith 2018, 
242, 249; see also Swanton 2003, 228, 242–243).5

Now that we have summarised what a target-centred account of right 
action entails, how its proponents conceive of the targets of the virtues, 
and what it means to perform a target-hitting action, we can move on 
to the main issue of this paper: how does a target-centred account 
differ from more common Neo-Aristotelian ones?

5The reason for avoiding the claim that a person performs a right action only if she fully hits the targets of 
all the relevant virtues is simple: such an account of right action would be implausibly demanding (see 
Smith 2018, 247–248).
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3. Hitting the targets of virtues across dimensions

Our argument in this section is that current target-centred accounts of 
right actions are not as substantially different from Neo-Aristotelian 
ones as they might seem to be, and that, for proponents of target- 
centred accounts to offer us a genuine alternative account of right 
action, they should reject the Neo-Aristotelian framework that informs 
them. In Section 5, we provide an outline of one possible way of develop-
ing such a target-centred account. For now, we give arguments for think-
ing that current target-centred accounts fail to be sufficiently distinct 
from Neo-Aristotelian ones. A helpful way for us to introduce our argu-
ment is by analogy to Sosa’s account of performance normativity.

Sosa takes an archery shot to be fully successful if and only if (i) it hits its 
target (i.e. the shot is accurate), (ii) it manifests the agent’s competence 
(i.e. the shot is adroit), and (iii) it hits its target because it manifests the 
agent’s competence (i.e. the shot is apt). Hence, a shot’s success is 
explained by its accuracy, adroitness, and aptness (abbreviated as AAA). 
A shot that is merely accurate but fails to manifest the agent’s compe-
tence – in other words, a lucky shot – is less successful of a shot than 
one that is both accurate and competent (Sosa 2011, 4).

Important for our purposes is the claim that the accuracy and compe-
tence of a shot contribute to its success in different ways – that is, they are 
two different kinds of success-making features of performances. What 
makes it true that a shot is competent is that it expresses something com-
petent about the agent. Therefore, a shot’s success is partly explained by 
the manner in which the agent performs the shot. But what makes it true 
that a shot is accurate is that it hits its target. And for that, the shot does 
not have to be competently performed. Hence, there are those success- 
making features that actions have by virtue of being performed in a 
certain way (e.g. competently or incompetently) and those that actions 
have by virtue of achieving the aim constitutive of the action (e.g. 
hitting or missing the target).

The distinction between the way that a shot’s accuracy and a shot’s 
competence explain the success of a shot is analogous to a distinction 
long familiar to Neo-Aristotelians – namely, that between an action 
being virtuous and being virtuously performed. Call it the virtuous-virtu-
ously distinction (abbreviated as VV). This is how Roger Crisp describes it: 

A virtuous action in certain circumstances is what is required in those circum-
stances and what a virtuous person would do in those, or relevantly similar, cir-
cumstances. A virtuous action is done virtuously (at least in part) when it is 
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done, for the right reasons, […] from a firm disposition to perform actions of 
such a kind (that is, from a virtue). (Crisp 2015, 268–269)

To illustrate, I do not already have to be a generous person for me to 
perform a generous act, say, of giving a lavish farewell gift to my col-
league. I can perform such an act by merely following the instructions 
of my teacher. But if I do so, then my gift-giving is not performed in 
the way a generous person would perform it – although it is still a gener-
ous action. A generous person would give the lavish gift because it is the 
generous (i.e. virtuous) thing to do, rather than because someone 
instructed her to do so. Hence, a generous person would do it for the 
right reasons, from the right motives, etc., and her action would be 
thereby a generous action generously performed. The VV distinction 
allows Aristotle at EN II.4 to argue that we become just by performing 
just actions (1105a29–1105b12), because we do not already have to be 
just to perform just actions, and such a distinction between acting virtu-
ously and performing virtuous actions features prominently in Neo-Aristo-
telian accounts of virtue ethics (Foot 2001, 72–73; Annas 2011, 41–45; 
Hursthouse 1999, 123–125; see also Vasiliou 2013, 180).

The parallel between a Neo-Aristotelian VV-based account of virtuous 
action and Sosa’s AAA-account of performance normativity is this. For the 
Neo-Aristotelians, an action is virtuous in respect to v if and only if (i) it is 
an appropriate kind of action producing the required outcome in respect 
to v (e.g. an act of saving a drowning person where that would count as 
benevolent), (ii) it is virtuously performed, thereby manifesting an agent’s 
virtuous state (e.g. her virtuous motives, character traits, emotions, etc.), 
and (iii) it is the appropriate kind of action because it is virtuously per-
formed.6 What explains that an action is virtuous in respect to v is, 
then, analogous to what explains that a shot is successful (on Sosa’s 
account of performance normativity). Just as a shot is successful partly 
because of the way it is performed and partly because of its accuracy, 
so an action’s virtue in respect to v is partly due to the way the action 
is performed and partly due to the kind of action that it is.

6Condition (iii) is hardly ever discussed, but it seems to us that any virtue ethical theory that comes with 
an account of right action can and should accommodate it (although, perhaps, not every virtue ethical 
theory must offer an account of right action; see Van Zyl 2019, 98–101). The reason why condition (iii) 
matters is that, for example, if your attempt to save a person from drowning ends up saving the person 
indirectly, namely by way of inspiring a third party (who just happens to be there) to save the person, 
then your action is less virtuous than if you had saved the person through your own efforts. Hence, it is 
plausible that an action which satisfies (i) and (ii) but not (iii) is less virtuous than one that satisfies all 
three conditions.
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Highlighting the parallels between a Neo-Aristotelian account of virtu-
ous action and Sosa’s account of performance normativity helps bring out 
a possible contrast between the Neo-Aristotelians and target-centred 
virtue ethicists. Recall that on a target-centred account of right action, 
an action is virtuous in respect to v if and only if it hits the target of v. 
This might seem as if, on such a view, what explains that an action is vir-
tuous in respect to v is confined to Sosa’s accuracy-condition: if the target 
is hit, the shot is accurate. And if the shot is accurate, the performance is 
successful. Such a view would provide us with an account of right action 
that substantially differs from the Neo-Aristotelian VV-based one. But a 
quick glance at what Swanton and Smith call the ‘dimensions of the 
target’ of a virtue should disenchant us of interpreting the target- 
centred account in this way.

What constitutes the target of a virtue v on the target-centred account 
is not only the kind of action that is supposed to be performed, but also 
the way the action is performed – that is, hitting the target involves 
hitting it across its various dimensions. Hence, it involves performing 
the right kind of action relative to v from the right motives, at the right 
time, using the right instruments, etc. Therefore, it would be false to 
say that, on a target-centred account of right action, accuracy is the 
only virtuous-making feature of actions. For a shot to be accurate, it 
need not be done in any particular way – that is, it need not be compe-
tently performed. But proponents of a target-centred account are clear 
that, whether an action hits the target of a virtue cannot usually be eval-
uated independently of the way the action is performed.7 Swanton clearly 
rejects the view that we can evaluate actions that are, say, caring actions 
merely in terms of accuracy-conditions: ‘Even if an act is beneficent, con-
siderably benefiting another, it would be odd to describe it as caring if 
one is not acting for the sake of benefiting the other but one’s motives 
were ultimately selfish or manipulative’. (Swanton 2021, 141) Therefore, 
on a target-centred account, what explains that an action is virtuous 
with regard to v is analogous to what explains the success of a shot on 
Sosa’s AAA-account of performance normativity.

If this is right, then a target-centred account of right action is not as 
distinct from a VV-based Neo-Aristotelian one as it might seem. An analy-
sis of virtuous actions in terms of hitting the target of the virtues does not 
offer us an alternative to a VV-based Neo-Aristotelian account of right 

7And that is true even though proponents of a target-centred account allow that in some cases the way 
an action is performed is not relevant for evaluating the action’s virtue (see, e.g., Swanton 2021, 140– 
141). We return to this point in the next section.
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action. The reason is that, on a target-centred account, what explains that 
an action is virtuous in respect to v is that it hits the target of v, and hitting 
the target of v just is to perform not only an appropriate kind of action in 
respect to v, but also to perform it in an appropriate way.

This is why it seems to us that target-centred virtue ethics is but Neo- 
Aristotelianism in disguise. However, it need not be. We suggest that the 
most promising way of developing a genuine alternative is by rejecting 
the VV-based Neo-Aristotelian analysis of virtuous action. We offer one 
possible way of doing so in Section 5. But before we do that, we 
defend our position by considering two objections that proponents of 
a target-centred approach might raise.

4. The (alleged) difference that targets make

In the previous section, we have argued that a target-centred account of 
right action is, in the end, not much different from a VV-based Neo-Aris-
totelian one. Proponents of a target-centred approach might disagree, 
arguing that the two accounts of right action continue to differ in two 
ways. First, an appeal to the targets of virtues provides us with a 
different account of which actions are virtuous, and, second, it offers us 
a substantially different account of what makes an action virtuous. In 
what follows, we discuss each of these points in turn.

The first objection is this. On a target-centred account, not every 
dimension of the target of a virtue is salient in every situation (Swanton  
2003, 236–237; Swanton 2021, 140; Smith 2020, 4). That is, in some situ-
ations, an agent’s motives are not salient to hitting the target of a 
virtue v. Whether the motives from which an action is performed, the 
instruments with which it is performed, etc., are salient to hitting the 
target of v depends on the details of the situation and on the nature of 
the virtue that is involved – and in some situations, for some virtues, 
the way in which the agent performs the action might not be salient at 
all. Swanton therefore tells us that, for an action to be just, it sometimes 
need not be motivated in any specific way (Swanton 2021, 140–141). Pro-
ponents of the target-centred account might think that such flexibility in 
determining whether and how an action hits the target of the virtues is a 
crucial difference between their view and a VV-based Neo-Aristotelian 
account of right action. What makes a difference, so they might hold, is 
that, for Neo-Aristotelians, the way in which an action is performed 
seems to always be relevant to how virtuous an action is, given the VV- 
structure of virtuous actions that they are committed to. For example, 
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an action of saving a child virtuously performed is always more virtuous 
than an action of saving a child non-virtuously performed. Therefore, 
on a VV-based Neo-Aristotelian account, it is false that, in some situations 
and for some virtues, the way an action is performed is irrelevant to how 
virtuous the action is.

We do not believe this objection is successful. There are two reasons 
for this. First, nothing commits Neo-Aristotelians to the view that all 
dimensions of the target of a virtue are equally as salient in every situ-
ation – indeed, we agree that any virtue ethics that comes with such an 
overly strong commitment is implausible. But there is nothing that theor-
etically bars us from adopting a Neo-Aristotelian account of right action 
on which all (and only) salient aspects of the mean are relevant to how 
virtuous the action is, and what counts as salient could very well 
depend on the context of the situation. Hence, we do not need to 
appeal to the targets of virtues to accept the view that, in some circum-
stances, the motives from which an action is performed, the instruments 
with which it is performed, etc., may not contribute to how virtuous an 
action is. For example, there is nothing that bars Neo-Aristotelians from 
saying that, when Agamemnon awards the spoils of war to his generals 
according to merit, then he is acting justly in doing so, regardless of 
whether the spoils themselves have been acquired justly or not.

Second, even if Neo-Aristotelians were committed to such a strong 
view on the salience of a target’s dimensions, this would not avoid our 
main argument against the target-centred account – namely, that such 
an account operates with the same conception of right action as the 
Neo-Aristotelian one and, because of this, fails to provide a sufficiently 
distinct alternative to the VV-based Neo-Aristotelian approach. At best, 
such a target-centred account remains a variation on a Neo-Aristotelian 
theme: it is that Neo-Aristotelian account which rejects the view that all 
dimensions of the target of a virtue are in every situation constitutive 
of the virtue of an action.

The second objection that proponents of a target-centred account 
might raise is that, even if their account and the Neo-Aristotelian one 
make the same predictions as to which actions are virtuous (and hence 
right), the two accounts part ways when it comes to explaining what 
makes an action virtuous (Smith 2020, 3–4). They might take Neo-Aristo-
telians to give the following account of virtuous actions: an action is vir-
tuous if and only if (and because) it is what a virtuous agent would 
characteristically do in a particular situation. Hence, they might believe 
that, according to the Neo-Aristotelian account, if an action of saving a 
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child from drowning is a benevolent action in a situation C, then the 
reason why it is benevolent (i.e. what makes it benevolent) is the fact 
that a virtuous person would characteristically save the child in C. Both 
Swanton and Smith seem to take the Neo-Aristotelians to be committed 
to such a view on what makes an action virtuous (Swanton 2003, 227–228; 
Smith 2017, 311–313; Smith 2018, 243). For example, they deem Hurst-
house to be expressing this view in her famous slogan that, ‘an action 
is right iff it is what a virtuous agent would characteristically (i.e. acting 
in character) do in the circumstances’. (Hursthouse 1999, 28) This, so 
the objection continues, is different from the target-centred account, 
on which an action is virtuous because it hits the targets of the virtues 
and not because it is an action that a virtuous agent would characteristi-
cally perform. Therefore, the fact that proponents of a target-centred 
account would agree with the Neo-Aristotelians that the way an agent 
performs an action is a virtuous-making feature is not enough to show 
that the target-centred account is but Neo-Aristotelianism in disguise. 
What matters, so they argue, is that the two accounts offer us two com-
peting views of what a virtuous action is.

Our answer to this objection comes in two steps. First, Hursthouse’s 
slogan is not an account of what makes an action virtuous. Second, 
Neo-Aristotelians explain what makes an action virtuous in a way that 
does not substantially differ from the target-centred account. That is, 
although a Neo-Aristotelian explanation of what makes an action virtuous 
does not appeal to the targets of the virtues, we believe that this does not 
amount to a competing explanation of virtuous action. Let us consider 
each of the two steps in turn.

To elaborate the first step of our answer, it will be helpful to briefly 
dwell on the difference between an account of which actions are virtuous 
and an account of what makes an action virtuous, given that the two can 
overlap but do not have to. Consider the following analogy. We can tell 
which objects are radioactive by using a geiger counter, but it would 
be absurd to say that the geiger counter readings make an object radio-
active. No, what makes an object radioactive are its unstable atomic 
nuclei that lose energy over time. A geiger counter is able to detect 
this energy, hence it can reliably tell us which objects are radioactive, 
and so it offers us a reliable method for detecting radioactivity. An 
account of what makes an object radioactive involves a definition of 
radioactivity, whereas an account of which objects are radioactive pro-
vides us with a method for detecting radioactive objects. Analogously, 
an account of what makes an action virtuous involves a definition of 
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what it is for something to be a virtuous action, while an account of which 
actions are virtuous provides us (inter alia) with a reliable method for 
telling which among our options is the virtuous one.

Hence, it should be clear that the two questions regarding which 
actions are virtuous and what makes them virtuous can come apart.8 

When it comes to Hursthouse’s slogan, we believe that asking oneself 
what a virtuous person would characteristically do given one’s circum-
stances might be a reliable method for finding out which action is virtu-
ous, but the reason why the action is virtuous is independent of and 
explanatorily prior to the fact that the virtuous person would perform 
the action. That is, there is something virtuous about the action that 
the virtuous person is excellent at detecting – just like a geiger counter 
is excellent at detecting something radioactive about uranium. Therefore, 
we take Hursthouse’s slogan to be telling us: when you decide what to do, 
consider what a virtuous agent would characteristically do in your circum-
stances.9 We do not take the slogan to be giving us a definition of what a 
virtuous action is. Hence, there are reasons to doubt that Hursthouse’s 
slogan marks an essential difference between a Neo-Aristotelian and a 
target-centred account of right action.

This brings us to the second step of our response. Neo-Aristotelians 
explain what makes an action virtuous in a way that is similiar to the 
target-centred account. To illustrate the similarity, let us consider the 
manner in which Julia Annas explains virtuous actions. She does not 
explain virtuous actions in terms of actions that virtuous agents would 
characteristically perform, and although she does not provide us with 
an explicit definition of virtuous actions, she has the following to say: 

Someone may do the right thing, when this is, for example, a generous action, 
and do it from a generous disposition — that is, in the appropriate 

8This is so not only for proponents of virtue ethics. For a general discussion, see also Bales (1971) and 
Driver (2011, 118).

9Hursthouse herself introduces the slogan as part of her answer to how virtue ethics can provide us with 
action-guidance (Hursthouse 1999, 26). This suggests that Hursthouse might have taken the slogan to 
provide us primarily with a decision-making procedure rather than what she calls ‘action assessment’ 
(Hursthouse 1999., 49), i.e. a definition of virtuous actions. Although Hursthouse sometimes takes the 
slogan to offer us both a decision-making procedure and action assessment (Hursthouse 1999, 49-51), 
she says that, with regard to moral dilemmas, ‘[w]hen the dilemma is resolvable, this [i.e., the slogan] 
provides the appropriate action guidance (the morally right decision is to do what a virtuous agent 
would, characteristically, do in the circumstances); but if we take it as also providing the action assess-
ment, it says the wrong thing […]. When the dilemma is irresolvable, it appropriately provides no 
action guidance, but still says the wrong thing if we take it as providing action assessment’. (Hurst-
house 1999, 78). In an earlier publication, Hursthouse makes it clear that ‘virtue theory is not com-
mitted to any sort of reductionism involving defining all of our moral concepts in terms of the 
virtuous agent’. (Hursthouse 1991, 227) We thank an anonymous referee for this reference.
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circumstances and in appropriate ways, suiting the contribution to the need. 
(Annas 2011, 44)

What is it that made (rendered, etc.) the action right? […] Surely, if I need to 
justify my claim that standing up to that person is the right thing to do, I 
have plenty to say. It is the brave thing to do, I may say, and then point out 
various features of the situation that call here and now for bravery, rather 
than patience, and so on. (Annas 2011, 48)

It seems to us that Annas is implying the view that we introduced in the 
preceding section – namely, that an action is made virtuous in respect to v 
by being (i.) an appropriate kind of action producing the required 
outcome in respect to v, by being (ii.) performed from appropriate 
states of the agent, and by being (iii.) an appropriate kind of action 
because it is performed from appropriate states of the agent. That is, 
an agent performs a brave action if and only if (i.) she stands up to a 
person when the situation calls for it, (ii.) she does it fearlessly, and (iii.) 
she stands up to the person because she manifests her fearlessness.10 

What does this mean for the apparent difference between a target- 
centred and a Neo-Aristotelian account of what makes an action virtuous? 
Consider how Smith describes the target-centred account: 

If the aim or rationale of benevolent action is to promote others’ good, then, 
according to a target-centered account, an action’s successfully promoting 
others’ good is what makes it benevolent […]. (Smith 2017, 313)

On this view, what makes an action benevolent is that the agent hits the 
target of benevolence, and hitting the target of benevolence just is per-
forming an appropriate kind of action relative to v. Hence, what makes 
an action benevolent is that the agent performs an appropriate kind of 
action relative to v. From this, it follows that benevolent actions are 
explained in terms of property (i.) – but, given that targets have various 
dimensions, benevolent actions are also explained in terms of properties 
(ii.) and (iii.).11 That is, what makes an action virtuous is partly that the 

10Philippa Foot advocates for a similar view when she describes three ‘sources of goodness’ that actions 
have: ‘Firstly, goodness can come from the nature of the action itself […]. Secondly, the end for which 
an action is done is an independent source of goodness or badness in it. […] A third source of good-
ness or badness in an action lies in its relation to the agent’s judgment of whether he or she is acting 
badly or well’. (Foot 2001, 72–73) What is not a source of goodness is that a virtuous agent would 
characteristically perform the relevant action.

11As Smith rightly points out, it is often the case that, ‘[ f ]ully hitting the target of a virtue involves 
success or correctness in respect to multiple dimensions. […] One may, for example, help the right 
people (those in need) and to the right extent but not in the right manner (begrudgingly)’. (Smith  
2020, 4) That it might not be always the case that conditions (ii.)–(iii.) are constitutive of the target 
of a virtue need not concern us here. The important point is that there can be dispute about (ii.)– 
(iii.) and that (ii.)–(iii.) can be constitutive of hitting the target.
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action manifests an appropriate state of the agent in respect to v, and that 
it is of the appropriate kind because it manifests an appropriate state of 
the agent.

Therefore, it follows that the target-centred account does not offer us a 
competing account of what makes an action virtuous, and so the second 
objection can be avoided. The target-centred and the Neo-Aristotelian 
accounts are, in the end, not so distinct after all.

Provided that the above argument is on the right track, we suggest 
that the best way to provide a genuine alternative to Neo-Aristotelianism 
is by rejecting its VV-based analysis of virtuous actions along conditions 
(i.)-(iii.). That is, an action’s virtue should be entirely conceived of as ana-
logous to a shot’s accuracy. A genuine target-centred approach, we 
suggest, should be an accuracy-based approach, one that does not take 
the analogous equivalent of a shot’s adroitness and aptness to bear on 
the question of whether the action is virtuous. In what follows, we 
provide an outline of what such an account might look like, largely 
inspired by the work of Ming Dynasty philosopher Wáng Yángmíng.

5. Towards an alternative target-centred approach

According to Wáng Yángmíng, an action is morally right if and only if it 
instantiates what Wáng Yángmíng calls lı̌  理.12 The term lı̌  is a difficult 
term to translate, given that it has different uses in different semantic 
contexts. For purposes of clarifying our argument, we propose to focus 
on the normative entailments of lı̌  and will thus render it as ‘what is 
appropriate’, taking inspiration from Tien, who conceives of lı̌  in terms 
of ‘the way a thing or state of affairs ought to be’ (Tien 2010, 296).13 To 
be more exact, an action that instantiates lı̌  is an action that is appropriate 
given the details of the situation – it is a fitting action. Note that Wáng’s 
account remains a distinctively virtue ethical one, since what is appropri-
ate is described in terms of virtue notions. To illustrate, consider Wáng 

12Since our goal in this section is not exegetical, we confine ourselves to providing only a rough outline 
of Wáng Yángmíng’s views. However, we believe that the following sketch is supported by much of the 
scholarly work that has been done on Wáng Yángmíng. That being said, providing a fully detailed 
interpretation would bring us too far afield.

13Angle prefers to translate lı̌  as ‘coherence’. As he stresses, coherence should not be understood as 
‘merely being-patterned’, but as ‘the valuable and intelligible way that things fit together’. (Angle  
2009, 32–34) The reason is that things can exhibit patterns without being valuable or intelligible. 
Other scholars prefer to render lı̌  as ‘pattern’ or ‘principle’ (Ivanhoe 2002, 22). Although scholars 
diverge when it comes to translating lı̌, most seem to agree that lı̌  has normative connotations. 
Hence, we take following Tien’s rendition to be justified. We thank an anonymous referee for pressing 
this point and helping us clarify it.
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Yángmíng’s own example of a lı̌-action given in the Chuánxílù 傳習錄, our 
principal source for his views: it is the action a son performs when he pre-
pares a warm bed for his parents during the winter (Chuánxílù, §3).14 

Wáng Yángmíng is clear that the son’s action is filial, and that the relation 
between instantiating lı̌  and being a filial action is not an accidental one. 
What it means for the son’s action to be filial just is for it to instantiate lı̌. 
Likewise, what it means for a minister to perform loyal actions towards a 
ruler just is for the minister’s actions to instantiate lı̌  (Chuánxílù, §3). 
Hence, according to Wáng Yángmíng, an action is virtuous (hence 
right) if and only if it instantiates lı̌.15

But what makes an action instantiate lı̌? That is, what exactly are an 
action’s lı̌-making features and how do they compare to Sosa’s AAA- 
account of what makes a performance successful? Recall that, according 
to Sosa, a shot is successful if and only if it is accurate (i.e. hits the target), 
adroit (i.e. manifests the agent’s competence), and apt (i.e. hits its target 
because of the agent manifesting her competence). Does Wáng Yángm-
íng similarly suggest that an action’s virtuous-making features are analo-
gous to the success-making features of performances?

No. According to Wáng Yángmíng, an action does not have lı̌-making 
features by expressing something virtuous about the agent. That is, the 
way that an action is performed is not constitutive of instantiating lı̌. If 
a person acts rightly from virtue, then the fact that she does it from 
virtue (i.e. that her action is adequately caused by a reliable disposition 
to act rightly) is not what makes the action right. Although Wáng does 
not make this point explicit, it is suggested by various remarks scattered 
throughout the Chuánxílù. For example, in a letter to Lù Yuánjìng 陸元靜, 
Wáng Yángmíng praises a number of eminent historical figures for their 
moral accomplishments. Though they acted rightly, Wáng Yángmíng 
emphasises that they were not completely virtuous agents. They received 
some education, but they ‘cannot be said to have completely understood 
the learning or to have heard the Way fully’ (未可盡謂之知學, 盡謂之聞 

道) (Chuánxílù, §165).16 Hence, when acting rightly, they did so ‘in most 
cases unnoticeably in accord with the subtle Way’ (自多暗合道妙) 
(Chuánxílù, §165). That is, they instantiated lı̌, but what made their 
action instantiate lı̌  was not a matter of expressing virtuous emotions 

14The printed version of the Chuánxílù that we refer to is Wang (2011).
15‘Right’ and ‘wrong’ are rendered as shì 是 and fēi 非. See, for example, Chuánxílù, §206, §208, or §265.
16All translations of Wáng Yángmíng’s works come, with slight modifications, from Wang (1963). The 

‘Way’ (dào 道) is described in this passage as ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’ (liángzhī 良知) (see the follow-
ing footnote and Chuánxílù, §265). To fully hear the Way means to fully grasp lı̌.
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or character traits, given that it is unclear whether they were expressing 
them in their actions. If such a person were to have more insight and 
morally better character traits, she would be performing right actions 
more frequently. Her actions, however, would not have thereby been ren-
dered ‘more’ right than before. Here and elsewhere, the text does not 
consider the possibility that an action can be made ‘more’ right by 
being virtuously performed.

This likewise applies to the main addressee of the Chuánxílù – namely, 
the student seeking moral improvement. Although students do not yet 
express virtues when they act, they can nonetheless perform virtuous 
actions. In their daily social interactions or when they perform rituals, 
they can instantiate lı̌  and perform virtuous actions without being aware 
of it. That is, they can instantiate lı̌  through ‘equilibrium and harmony 
without knowing how they achieved it’ (中和而不知其故) (Chuánxílù, 
§195).17 Given that an agent does not have to be aware that her action 
is instantiating lı̌  for the action to be virtuous (hence right), the way that 
an action is performed does not bear on the action’s rightness. What 
makes an action instantiate lı̌  is that it is of the appropriate kind with 
regard to lı̌. Wáng Yángmíng even goes so far as to admit that those scho-
lars who fundamentally misunderstand the nature of morality may none-
theless ‘succeed in getting it by incidental deeds of righteousness’ (做得 

個義襲而取) (Chuánxílù, §101, see also §102). Just as a shot’s accuracy is 
determined by whether the shot has hit its target (and to what degree it 
did), so likewise is an action’s virtuousness determined by whether the 
action is of the appropriate kind in respect to v. It is not determined by 
the virtues that the agent expresses in her acting.18

Our claim is further supported by the following general considerations. 
According to Wáng Yángmíng, we are endowed with an ‘innate knowl-
edge [of lı̌]’ (liángzhī 良知), which provides us with a standard for what 

17To be more exact, the passage says that students can ‘steep themselves in equilibrium and harmony 
[and thus instantiate lı̌] without knowing how they achieved it’ (入於中和而不知其故). According to 
Wáng, we humans come to know lı̌  (i.e. what is appropriate) through our ‘heart-mind’ (xīn 心). As an 
aside, on Wáng’s view, this knowledge consists of ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’ (liángzhī 良知) (Chuánxílù, 
§206; see also §10) that is provided by our ‘heart-mind’ (Chuánxílù, §318, §165). For this knowledge to 
become effective and, hence, for us to do ‘what is appropriate’, the heart-mind has to be in a state 
undisturbed by self-regarding desires (yù 欲), which basically is the state alluded to in the above 
quote as ‘equilibrium and harmony’ (see also Chuánxílù, §88, §92, §162, §202, §207). The relation 
between being in such a state and instantiating lı̌  we take to be a causal relation, rather than a con-
stitutive one. That is, the former disposes the agent to instantiate lı̌, rather than constituting (or being a 
part of) what it means to instantiate lı̌. We return to this point in the next paragraph.

18Wáng Yángmíng is not clear on what exactly it means for an act of righteousness to be ‘incidental’, but 
given the context of the passage, we suspect that a person incidentally performs a virtuous action if 
she performs a virtuous action without performing it virtuously (e.g. if she acts for the wrong reasons).
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is right and wrong: ‘Your innate knowledge is your own standard. When 
your intentions and thoughts are directed [at some matter], your innate 
knowledge knows that it is right if it is right and wrong if it is wrong’ 
(爾那一點良知, 是爾自家底準則. 爾意念著處, 他是便知是, 非便知非) 
(Chuánxílù, §206).19 The question that is relevant for our purposes is 
whether our emotions and character traits are constitutive of instantiating 
lı̌  – that is, whether for an action to instantiate lı̌, it has to express some-
thing virtuous about the agent. To answer this question, we would like to 
refer to the following passage from the Chuánxílù: 

Pleasure, anger, sorrow, fear, love, hate, and desire are the seven emotions. 
These seven are also natural to the mind. But you should understand innate 
knowledge [of lı̌] clearly. Take, for example, sunlight. We cannot pin it down 
to any definite direction or place. When the brightness of the sun shines 
through a small crack, sunlight is located there. […] When the seven emotions 
follow their natural courses of operation, they are all functions of innate knowl-
edge […]. However, we should not have any selfish attachment to them. When 
there is such an attachment, they become selfish desires and obscurations to 
innate knowledge. (喜, 怒, 哀, 懼, 愛, 惡, 欲, 謂之七情。七者俱是人心合有 

的, 但要認得良知明白。比如日光, 亦不可指着方所; 一隙通明, 皆是日光所在 

[…]。七情順其自然之流行, 皆是良知之用 […]; 但不可有所着。七情有着, 俱 

謂之欲, 俱為良知之蔽) (Chuánxílù, §290)

Although the passage raises a number of exegetical issues that are 
beyond the scope of this paper, there is one point to be made here. 
Wáng Yángmíng distinguishes our ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’ and our 
emotions (qíng 情). They are distinct states of the mind.20 What dis-
tinguishes them seems to be this: emotions are introduced as means 
that allow our ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’ to become effective.21 Provided 
they are not interfered by us, that is, provided we do not ‘have any 
selfish attachment to them’, our emotional reactions motivate us to do 
‘what is appropriate’ (lı̌) in the situation. As Wang also puts it, once 
they ‘follow their natural courses of operation’, our emotions are a ‘func-
tion’ (yòng 用) of ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’, moving us to instantiate lı̌. But 
if this is so, emotions (and character traits) are not constitutive of instan-
tiating lı̌. They do not make the action right, they only help us to bring 
about right actions.

19See also footnote 17. Our take on liángzhī 良知 follows Chen (2019, Ch. 7), and Lederman (2022).
20See also Chen Lai’s discussion of this passage (Chen [1991] 2005, 191–193). We cannot go into further 

detail here on the relationship between ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’ (liángzhī 良知) and the emotions 
(qíng 情).

21Although Wáng Yángmíng does not mention character traits in §290, we can safely assume that they 
too are to be distinguished from ‘innate knowledge [of lı̌]’: innate knowledge is not a character trait.
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On the above reading, then, the only lı̌-making feature of actions is that 
the action is appropriate, that is, it scores with respect to accuracy. We do 
wish to emphasise that this does not mean that emotions and character 
traits are of little philosophical importance to Wáng Yángmíng. On the 
contrary, having appropriate emotions and character traits continues to 
be relevant in two ways when it comes to instantiating lı̌. First, emotions 
are the means through which our knowledge of ‘what is appropriate’ can 
become effective. Second, although performing an action from virtue 
does not make the action ‘more right’, Wáng takes an agent’s virtuous 
motives and character traits to have an important instrumental role. 
Being virtuously motivated disposes an agent to do what is right, and 
the more an agent is disposed to do what is right (i.e. the more fully 
she possesses virtuous character traits), the more likely it is that she will 
perform right actions. In this way, there is a difference between, say, an 
agent that characteristically exhibits virtuous motives and one that 
does not. But the difference does not concern the rightness of their 
actions. It concerns the agent being a reliable right-action-performer.22 

Virtuous motives and character traits thus remain fundamental to 
leading a fully moral life – though only in an instrumental sense.

This brief sketch offers a rough idea of what a target-centred account 
that draws on the work of Wáng Yángmíng might look like. On the face of 
it, it clearly deviates from the Neo-Aristotelian analysis of virtuous actions. 
On the target-centred account under consideration, whether an action 
manifests a virtue can tell us something about the agent, that is, it can 
tell us whether she is a virtuous person, but it cannot tell us whether 
her action is virtuous. This is because what makes an action virtuous is 
independent of (and explanatorily prior to) the virtue of the agent who 
performs it. While such a view is compatible with Swanton and Smith’s 
claim that an agent’s character trait is a virtue if and only if it disposes 
her to do what is right (i.e. to hit the targets of the virtues), it rejects 
the claim that an action is made virtuous by being performed in a virtuous 
way. Likewise, while the proposed account shares with the Neo-Aristote-
lians the view that actions have virtuous-making features that are analo-
gous to the accuracy conditions of a shot, it parts ways in that it suggests, 
while the Neo-Aristotelians deny, that accuracy is all that there is to 

22To illustrate, suppose that the target of archery is the performance of successful shots, and suppose 
that a shot is successful iff it hits the bullseye from competence. It follows that an archer who aims 
at the target of archery thereby aims to hit the bullseye from competence. Hence, as Miracchi puts 
it, the fundamental aim of the archer is not that the target be hit, but that the archer hits the 
target qua manifestation of her competence (Miracchi 2014, 356).
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virtuous actions – that is, what sets it apart is an accuracy-centred account 
of right action. Therefore, in contrast to the target-centred account pro-
posed by Swanton and Smith (see Section 4), such a Wáng Yángmíng 
inspired target-centred account dispenses with an underlying Neo-Aristo-
telian analysis of virtuous actions and hence fares better in offering us an 
alternative virtue ethical account of right action.

It is beyond the scope of our paper to further evaluate and defend such 
an alternative target-centred account. To conclude this section, we would 
like to briefly mention just one advantage of a Wáng-style target-centred 
account. In our view, it has the advantage of being able to avoid the self- 
centredness objection that has been brought forward against virtue ethi-
cists. Swanton, for instance, introduces her target-centred account partly 
as an account that is supposedly capable of blocking this objection 
(Swanton 2021, 133–136). But we do not think that she succeeds in 
doing so. According to Swanton’s target-centred account, what it 
means to be a virtuous agent is to characteristically aim at the target of 
the virtues. But if one part of the target of a virtue v is that the agent per-
forms an action from virtue (say, from specific motives or character traits), 
then the fundamental aim of the virtuous person is not only that a par-
ticular action be done, but also that she performs the action qua manifes-
tation of her virtue. That is, her goal is not only, e.g. that the drowning 
person in the river be saved, but also that she herself save the drowning 
person, because saving the drowning person through her own efforts 
(and from virtue) constitutes fully hitting the target of v.23 This, 
however, makes the virtuous agent still appear as a particularly self- 
centred person.

A view inspired by Wáng Yángmíng might fare better in this respect. It 
holds that the characteristic aim of the virtuous person is the target of the 
virtues, but the target of e.g. benevolence is that someone’s suffering be 
relieved. The aim of the virtuous person is not that she relieve suffering 
qua manifestation of her own virtue. Within the framework of such an 
accuracy-centred account of right action, having virtuous motives and 
character traits is thus unlikely to become the central concern of the 
agent. A virtuous person will of course need to take care to cultivate 

23That difference is suggested by Wáng Yángmíng’s distinction between a fully virtuous person, a person 
who reliably hits lı̌  and thus exemplifies the ‘highest good’ (zhìshàn 至善), and someone who is merely 
‘dressing like an actor and acting out the details [of the appropriate action] correctly’ (扮戲子, 扮得許 
多溫清奉養的儀節是當) (Chuánxílù, §4). The difference between them is not that the latter does 
something wrong. It is that the former is far more reliable at performing virtuous actions. Wáng stres-
ses the importance of reliability more explicitly in Chuánxílù, §76. See also Angle 2009, 56–60; Chen  
[1991] 2005, 73–74, and the discussion in Yu 2014, 33–37.
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and maintain virtuous emotions and character traits, but having the latter 
will not be her reason for engaging in self-cultivation. The virtuous agent’s 
reason for cultivating and maintaining her virtue is that being virtuous dis-
poses her to perform the appropriate actions. Hence, the account 
sketched here avoids the self-centredness objection.

6. Conclusion

What is new about target-centred accounts of right action? We have 
argued that the currently predominant version of the target-centred 
account commits us to a Neo-Aristotelian view of what makes actions vir-
tuous. The worry is that target-centred virtue ethics is but Neo-Aristote-
lianism clad in the terminology of targets. But there seems to be a way 
around this worry – and that is by rejecting the Neo-Aristotelian frame-
work that underlies it. We have drawn on the work of Wáng Yángmíng 
to suggest a possible way of doing so. On the resulting target-centred 
account, there is only one kind of virtuous-making property of actions. 
It is the property that the action has just in case it is of the appropriate 
kind with respect to virtue v, that is, just in the case it is accurate.

Such a Wáng Yángmíng inspired accuracy-centred account of right 
action differs from Neo-Aristotelian and agent-based accounts of right 
action in the following way. On the Neo-Aristotelian account, there are 
two kinds of properties that make actions virtuous: those properties 
which the action has just in case it manifests something virtuous 
about the agent and those properties it has just in case it is of the appro-
priate kind with respect to v (and hence independent of the virtue of the 
agent who performs it). On an agent-based account, there is only one 
kind of virtuous-making property – namely, the property that an 
action has just in case it manifests a virtuous motive or character trait. 
Our proposed Wáng Yángmíng inspired target-centred account agrees 
with the agent-based one that there is only one kind of virtuous- 
making property, but it disagrees on what that property is. On the pro-
posed account, an action is virtuous if and only if it is of the appropriate 
kind in respect to v.

We believe that a target-centred account that operates with just 
one kind of virtuous-making property and thus rejects the Neo-Aristote-
lian framework offers us a genuine alternative virtue ethical account of 
right action. Though this alternative awaits further development, we 
hope to have shown that drawing on sources like Wáng Yángmíng 
helps to contributing to contemporary debates in virtue ethics.
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